Based on the easy availability of highly polarized electron beams, we revisit the need for an early realization of a TeV electron{electron collider. Most EWSB searches can be performed in unique ways at this facility, and the tunable \exotic" quantum numbers of the e ? e ? initial states can be used as powerful probes for a variety of forays beyond the Standard Model. There are no accelerator. interaction region, or detector issues that would not compatibly function in the e + e ? and e ? e ? con gurations.
Electron{Electron Colliders from the Princeton{Stanford Rings to NLC/JLC/TESLA
As the second electron{electron collider workshop convenes to assess the progress made since we stated here, two years ago, that there cannot be a TeV Linear Collider program that does not provide a home to both like-sign and opposite-sign incoming beams, it is only proper to acknowledge that we stand in a well-established tradition that started on the Stanford Campus with a 1958 proposal: the plan, code-named CBX, was 1 to inject electron beams from the MARK III electron linear accelerator then in operation into rings that would make head-on collisions among electrons possible. This was the rst electron project. Slightly earlier Russian and German design ideas involved protons.
The aim of the original electron collider, which reached CM energies of up to 1.1 GeV, was a check of what was then the only properly understood part of the Standard Model, quantum electrodynamics. Any deviation from the well-established rules of M ller scattering would have indicated then and there a sign for \New Physics" { and it is remarkable that we are here today to investigate again, and in the presence or close proximity of two of the pioneers of those rst tests, to pro t from their acumen and foresight in asking some of the same questions in today's terms: what can a precision study of M ller scattering tell us about electroweak phenomena, about today's version of the Standard Model, which includes the strong and weak interactions?
Those pioneers were the staunchly supportive laboratory director Pief Panofsky, who participated in some of their design work, and the original team of the Princeton{Stanford Group (G.K. O'Neill, W.C. Barber, B. Gittelman, and Burton Richter). Panofsky and Richter have remained, in all these intervening years, among the principal movers and shakers who saw a whole new world of particle phenomena be unveiled by the exploitation of a sequence of electron{positron versions of the Electron Collider, culminating in the SLC and LEP machines in their respective elds of preeminence. We have seen a plethora of detailed knowledge ll in the holes of the Standard Model, and only the heaviest quarks were not rst seen at electron machines.
Today, we stand at a new threshold of knowledge \just beyond our horizon": SLC and LEP, as well as the Tevatron in the hadron collider league and HERA as the rst lepton-hadron collider, have done wonders to ll in the details of the prevalent phenomenology, but they have been unable to answer our most penetrating questions: whence the 19-odd parameters that x masses, couplings, and mixings for the particles we observe? What breaks the remarkable set of symmetries apparent beyond those numbers?
The next step towards higher energies has been decided for the hadron side, and is close to proposal stage for the lepton sector: recent experience has made e + e ? colliders a natural for initial considerations for the venue of a peek \beyond the Standard Model". Given that present technology appears to limit energies to which electrons can economically be accelerated, the muon collider concept has been added more recently. But s-channel resonance or pair production may no longer be the single most promising window on the phenomena we seek, and the recurrence of interest in the singularly well-de nable if somewhat \exotic" e ? e ? initial state for TeV-level collisions has led to a recognition that this channel has unique qualities that make it vie for major discoveries in ways that elude the e + e ? channel; realizing both initial-charge versions, on the other hand, permits a thorough exploitation of complementary features in a most auspicious fashion, and at minimal added cost.
Machine Considerations
As the plans for electron colliders mature, it is important to notice that the high degree of symmetry in the electron{electron initial state, and of the ensuing nal-state features, demand a clean de nition of all beam, interaction region, and detector parameters. While it has been repeatedly stated (see, e.g., Ref.
2) that there is no trouble with easy compatibility between e ? e ? and e + e ? collider facilities, the e ? e ? version alone o ers the advantage of two incoming beams of high, and easily switched, polarization { a feature that is nowhere in sight for positron beams. As a result, it is not only important to measure that polarization accurately, but also to allow for maximal sensitivity to small-angle interference e ects and steeply changing cross sections (see below).
The one bane for e ? e ? operation of high-current colliders is the beam-beam disruption. This need not be in the way of considerably increased luminosities if appropriate measures are taken in bunch train de nition and interaction area geometry. 3 It will take some judicious early choices in the con guration of this entire region, including the spent-beam disposal, to obviate any di culty later on { but solutions are well in hand. 4 Both TESLA and NLC/JLC see no problem whatever with adapting the overall accelerator scheme to either e ? e ? or e + e ? operation; in fact, with the one exception of the \beam dump", e ? e ? is easier, and clearly cleaner. This argument cannot, at present, be extended to gamma-electron or gamma-gamma operation: while it is well understood that these two initial states need a parent e ? e ? conguration, they bring in a number of additional problems and demands that have not yet been su ciently de ned to permit incorporation of the ensuing demands on beam guidance, interaction region, and detector design in an early proposal; 5 the outstanding physics potential 6?8 of these initial states is probably best served by an added second interaction region and detector.
The critical features of the machine, as we try to de ne its physics capability, are its luminosity, its nal energy, and the polarization of the beams it collides. While foreseeable discovery tasks urge a CM energy starting at 0.5 TeV but expandable to 1.5 TeV, we have to admit we have no guidance as to where we will want to place a high-energy limit of interest. The concerted e orts to reach higher acceleration gradients 9 are therefore of the greatest importance, even if radiative tails will become worse as this energy increase is realized, and full nal-state reconstruction may become vital as the collision energy de nition broadens.
Having access to high degrees of polarization, and the chance to measure that parameter precisely, 10 is the distinctive mark of this channel. Present e orts to raise the degree of polarization well beyond what is today's already remarkable standard of 80% are no doubt promising, 11 and are liable to bear important fruit, as we will mention below.
The high demands the experimenter is putting on the external parameters in which the experiment will have to be performed are likely to be very largely met, and early incorporation of the relevant design features will obviate all potential trouble chances. Recent schemes for pursuing the most promising physics searches with this collider option should prove all but convincing.
3. Progress on EWSB Searches with e ? e ?
As we revisit the most immediately pressing tasks that we expect the next collider generation to tackle, it becomes clear that the electron{electron collider will see its unique features thoroughly utilized: once we remember that we can choose a number of sensitive additive quantum numbers for the initial state at will from several possibilities (Table 1) , it is easy to see the virtues of searching for telling nalstate signals that may be indicative of the most-studied candidates for electroweak symmetry breaking, the Higgs mechanism and Supersymmetry. Signi cant progress has been made in these studies during the past two years.
A good nal-state measurement of inelastically scattered electrons may prove vital for an excellent discovery channel for neutral Higgs bosons: a detector that permits electron momentum measurement down to a 5 degree cone will permit a central-mass determination, for the system produced by ZZ or -fusion (Fig. 1) . Note that this determination is possible also in e + e ? collisions, but the backgrounds are much smaller here. It has a cross section below the much-touted Higgs \discovery graph" e + e ? ! ZH, but that cross section drops soon above threshold, so that a machine would have to be tuned toward that (unknown) energy; the fusion graph, on the other hand, saturates above p s 3m H (Fig. 2a) , and the cross section remains high, leading to a good accumulation of events well above threshold; best of all, its tell-tale nal state is independent of the Higgs decay mode, permitting detection of these bosons even in their invisible decay modes (e.g., gluino{gluino). A detailed study by P. Minkowski 12 (see also Ref. 13) showed that the plentiful backgrounds due to the process e ? e ? ! W + W ? e ? e ? can be drastically suppressed by a judicious angular cut at, say, 5 degrees. The resulting signal is most convincing (Fig. 2b) . EWSB via Supersymmetry is another process where electron{electron collisions are of prime importance: 14 Given that the mass and avor problems in SUSY are completely open, precision measurements on the lighter sparticles are indicated as of overriding importance. Take charged slepton masses { especially selectron and smuon masses: these are scalars, and their pair production via neutralino exchange (Fig. 3a) therefore rises above threshold like an S-wave, rather than displaying the slowly increasing P wave behavior seen in e + e ? collisions (Fig. 3c) . This precipitous rise permits a slepton mass determination to a precision of about a hundred MeV, or at the 0.1% level. 15 A full nal-state measurement then also allows a good neutralino mass determination. The cross-section as a function of the selectron mass shows a strong polarization dependence. The e R e R mode is vastly preferred, backgrounds can be identi ed by e L e L operation. c) The sharp turn-on at threshold shows why e ? e ? collisions are the natural choice for slepton pair production; mass determination is at least an order of magnitude better than in e + e ? annihilation. 15 Add to this the fact that slepton pair production is vastly stronger in the collision of right-handed electrons (or muons), and the choice of incoming beam polarization can trivially test the proper interpretation of some indicative signal (cf. Fig. 3b) .
Other precision experiments that are naturals for the e ? e ? channel are searches for the avor structure of SUSY interactions: There is a chance for slepton avor mixing, somewhat similar to neutrino mixing, 16 that should lead to unmistakable experimental signatures. The sensitivity of slepton pair production from left-handed lepton pairs is further sensitive to relative phases in the neutralino mass matrix, 17 providing us access to observables that probe gaugino universality.
Giving us a look well beyond the reach of s-channel structure in SUSY phenomenology, e ? e ? pair production of selectrons directly measures the sparticle couplings involved; di erences between gaugino and gauge boson couplings are very sensitive to \super-oblique" parameters that are indicative of sparticle mass scales well beyond the s-channel reach of the collider, 18 thereby adding to the status of the electron{electron collider as the SUSY discovery machine.
The Virtues of Exotic Quantum Numbers
New phenomena beyond the Standard Model are often distinguishable by the emergence of \exotic" values of additive quantum numbers such as charge, lepton number, and weak hypercharge, as shown in Table 1 . There is considerable virtue in this argument for the unearthing of novel features; a case in point is the potential appearance of extended Higgs sectors with doubly charged scalars; 19 strong EWSB via a new strong interaction among the longitudinal component of gauge bosons may well lead to distinctive resonance structure of the I=2 channel in the TeV region; 20 the potential appearance of new gauge bosons with lepton number 2 may similarly lead to s-channel structure. In the absence of polarized beams, we would have a hard time telling the di erence between the various dynamical origins that may be at the bottom of the observed experimental signatures.
Here is an instance for the crucial di erence the choice of incoming helicities can make: Doubly charged Higgs bosons are likely to belong to weak isospin triplets, 19 whereas dilepton gauge bosons 21 are naturally assigned to doublet representations: s-channel structure in e R e L will therefore favor the dilepton interpretation, in e L e L it will indicate an exotic Higgs boson.
Similar virtues of dealing with easily de ned exotic quantum numbers can be found in a number of interesting investigations: the recent fascination with leptoquark phenomenology can obviously choose from the rich possible choices by a close look at the relevant representations and their appearance in the schematic of Table 1 . 22 The same can be said for the much-discussed search for the potential exchange of heavy, TeV-level Majorana neutrinos in e ? L e ? L scattering: 23 here, it is the L = 2 initial state making a transition to an L = 0 con guration that gives the unmistakable experimental indication; the fact that it will occur exclusively in the helicity 1 incoming channel further adds to the value we must attach to the full de nition of the initial state, which is the signature virtue of the electron{electron collider.
M ller Scattering and Beyond
The electron{electron collider may well lead to nal states explicitly indicative of much of the phenomenology that has been devised for EWSB and a plethora of new phenomena beyond the Standard Model. But the basic reaction for which the Princeton-Stanford collider was built almost four decades ago still keeps its allure: accurate measurements of M ller scattering that make full use of the precision with which we can de ne energy and helicity of the jini state continues to occupy a central position on the menu of measurements to be performed: precision measurements of cross sections and asymmetries are sensitive to subtle features of the running of the electroweak mixing parameter sin 2 W { a very precise value for which exists only at high Q 2 = m 2 Z { of electroweak radiative corrections, and to a slew of phenomena that may impact on the behavior of the M ller scattering process.
It has been pointed out 24 that the electron polarization values likely to be attainable in the next few years, P = 0:9, with an error of only 0.5%, lead, for like-helicity collisions, to an e ective polarization parameter of P e = (P 1 + P 2 )
(1 + P 1 P 2 ) = 0:9945 0:0004: The high degree of symmetry inherent in the M ller scattering process and the high statistics available at the e ? e ? collider then open the door to a number of very sensitive checks via the measurement of the parity-violating left-right asymmetries. Any deviation from Standard Model expectations will serve notice of the appearance of \new physics". The combination of the steep cross section and asymmetry behavior at small and large scattering angles, combined with the high polarization of both beams, then make M ller scattering much more sensitive to the e ects of heavy Z 0 bosons 25 or of a new electron compositeness scale 26 than Bhabha scattering can possibly provide (leading, typically, to >10 TeV for the former, >150 TeV for the latter). A direct coupling g of a heavy doubly charged Higgs scalar of mass m to electrons can be measured to a precision level of g 2 =m 2 5 10 ?5 G F , four orders of magnitude more precise than present limits. 24 If the coupling has a typical gauge coupling strength, that implies a mass determination above 10 TeV for the heavy Higgs boson mass { certainly well beyond the s-channel reach at foreseeable electron colliders.
Conclusions
It is with considerable expectations that we discuss the potential of the electron collider the international community is about to put on its shield: operated by free choice in either its electron{electron or its electron{positron incarnation, it is going to open up new channels of understanding we have been waiting for all along the recent ride of un-understood preeminence of the Standard Model. Judicious choices have to be made soon as to the con guration not only of the machine proper, but also of the interaction regions and of the critically important detectors 27;28 that we will need to register the results which should propel us into the new millennium of understanding the world of the ultimate building blocks of our universe.
